Recommended Reads

Interactive

P
Little Penguin Gets the Hiccups
BENT, T Tadgh Bently
Sing and dance along with Baby Shark as he
gets ready for bed in this playful song and
story.

P
This Book Just Ate My Dog!
BYRN, R Richard Byrne
When her dog disappears into the gutter of
the book, Bella calls for help. But when the
helpers disappear too, Bella realizes it will
take more than a tug on the leash to put
things right.

Don’t Push the Button
P
COTT, B Bill Cotter

P
Cat Secrets
CZEK, J Jef Czekaj

P
There’s a Dragon in Your Book
FLET, T Tom Fletcher

P
It’s a Tiger!
LARO, D David LaRochelle

The only rule in Larry's book is that the reader
not push the button, but when no one is looking,
it may be irresistible.

Encourages the reader to manipulate the book
to take care of a little dragon that has hatched
inside--and to try to put out a fire after the
dragon sneezes.

P
Plant the Tiny Seed
MATH, C Christie Matheson
Plant a seed to watch it grow. Press
on the cloud to make it rain. Jiggle the book to
scatter the seeds. Interactive text teaches
very young children how flowers sprout and
mature. Contains watercolor depictions of a
flower in various stages of growth.

Important secrets about how best to live
a cat's life will be revealed only to those
who can prove that they are genuine cats.

A child imagines that he is in a story where
he encounters a tiger at every turn.

P
Hungry Bunny
RUED, C Claudia Rueda
In this interactive picture book, the
reader must help Bunny as he gathers
apples to eat, and uses his red scarf to
climb a tree or create a rope bridge.

P
I Got the Rhythm
SCHO, C Connie Schofield-Morrison

P
Get Out of My Bath!
TECK, B Britta Teckentrup
Ellie the elephant's relaxing bath is disrupted
by splashing friends, prompting her to suck
up all of the water into her trunk until
everyone else leaves.

On a trip to the park with her mother, a young
girl hears a rhythm coming from the world
around her and begins to move to the beat,
finally beginning an impromptu dance in which
other childen join her.

P
Can You Make a Scary Face?
THOM, J Jan Thomas
A ladybug invites the reader to play a game of
"let's pretend."

P
Tap to Play!
YOON, S Salina Yoon

P
Press Here
TULL, H Hervé Tullet
Using no special effects other than the
reader's imagination, a series of dots
multiplies, grows, or changes color
by pressing, tilting, or blowing on the
previous page.

P
Play This Book
YOUN, J Jessica Young
Illustrations and simple, rhyming text invite
the reader to try various instruments and
join a band.

Blip asks the reader to help him reach the
goal and win the game.

MORE INTERACTIVE BOOKS:

“These books aren’t
my thing!"

From Head to Toe I Carle
Crunch, the Shy Dinosaur I Dunlap
Do Not Open This Book I Muntean
The Book With No Pictures I Novak
Shake the Tree! I Vignocchi

That’s okay! We all read at our own pace
and have our own likes and dislikes. A
librarian can help you find a book that
you will love. Ask us!

